
NEOLITHIC AND BRONZE AGE OCCUPATION IN THE YARE VALLEY:

EXCAVATIONS AT THREE SCORE ROAD, BOWTHORPE, 1999—2000
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SUMlV RY

Fol/wring intensive trial excavation in adranee of large—settle ltouse building and other

development. an area measuring 50m square was eyeai‘ated inunediately north of Three Score

Road, Bowtlzorpe, in a loeation it'lzere evaluation results had suggested pi‘eliiStorie oeeupation.

Early Neolit/zie pits and a possible xinall eireular strueture were reeorded, along with a

(litx‘tiiu'tii'e group ofLate Neolitliie/Early Bronze Age pity. One oft/1e latter eontained 183 S/Ié’l‘tls

o/pottery, ineludingfrag/ileum ofts‘ei'enteen di/j‘erent Bea/(em: Afraginent of/ia:elnut Shel/front

this pit yielded a radioearlmn date of2500—1950 at]. BC (95.4% eonfit’lenee). Quantities of

worked/buts, including too/s, it‘ere/ound in atsxvoeiation wit/t bot/1 the Early Neolitliie and late

Neolit/tie/Early Bronze Agefeatures. This ei‘idenecfifor pre/tistorie activity may overlain by a

probably Romano—Britishfie/d boundary or enclosure .s'ystent.
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EXCAVATIONS AT BOWTHORPE 61

Introduction

Background

(Fig. 1)

In response to proposed housing development. road construction and associated gravel

extraction. an extensive trench evaluation was carried out by the Norfolk Archaeological Unit

on land both north and south of Three Score Road and west of Dodderman Way. Bowthorpe.

during May. June and July 1999 (Fig. 1). This area. south of the historic village of Bowthorpe

and adjacent to the broad valley floor of the River Yare. has yielded considerable quantities of

prehistoric artefacts since the 1920s. The trial work identified one major area of interest. which

was investigated by open area excavation over a five—week period during January and February

2000. The results of this excavation are the subject of this report.

Both phases of work were carried out in accordance with archaeological briefs set by the

Landscape Archaeology Section of Norfolk Museums and Archaeology Service. The project

was funded by Norwich City Council. The 1999 evaluation was directed by John Percival: the

main excavation in January/February 2000 was directed by Trevor Ashwin and John Percival.

The finds and archive are held by Norfolk Museums and Archaeology Service. This paper is

intended as an interpretative synthesis of the excavation results. Full and comprehensive

information on the excavated features and finds is contained in the archive. which is held by

Norfolk Museums and Archaeology Service.

Gov/(rev and Topography

(Figs 1 and 2)

The site (SMR No. 9304. TC 1779 0841) lies c. 3km to the west of the City of Norwich in a

deep southward—protruding loop of the River Yare. Despite the large area ofthe development as

a whole (c. 18 hectares) no part of it lies more than c. 400m from the river itself (Fig. 2).

(Ecologically the development area itself falls into three distinct /ones. of unequal si/e. The northern and

north/central twoethirds of the site. including the excavation area. o\erlies orange glacial sands and gravels. The portion

of the site south of the earning hedgcline south of. and parallel to. present»da) Three Score Road overlies earl_v

Holocene river gravels. These deposits. composed of abundant small. sub-rounded and angular flints in a grey sandy

matrix. are often referred to as First Terrace gravels. The southern [011C is occupied b_\ much more recent ri\ er alluvium

and. probably. by riverine peat.

The north and central parts of the site he on a tongue of relati\ e1} slightl} higher ground rising from the surrounding

river floodplain, The development area slopes very gentl} from 14111 OD (in the north»\vest area adjacent to evaluation

Trench l ) do\vn to 7.578111 ()1) close to the river in the far south. The area to the south of‘l‘hree Score Road is subject

to sporadic seasonal flooding and \vaterlogging. and presumably has been ever since the river assumed its present

course. The rest of the site is ele\ated abo\e all but the most exceptional lloodwaters.

Arc/mm/ogit'u/ and Historical Background

(Figs I and 3)

Prehistoric

l{\cept fora Palaeolithic hand me found immediately to the east of the de\elopmcnt area. adjacent to the river (Site

”398). most prehistoric material from the area dates from the late Mesolithic to the Earl) Bronze Age. In 1930 an

assemblage of (\lesolithic flint \\orl\ “as recovered ‘b_\ the Yare at Bo\\'tltorpe. half a mile south-\\ est of Bmvtliorpe

llall‘ (Saint) 1047. 33(1). Unusually it contained some polished implements. \\hich led to suggestions that the industr)

represented a transitional phase between the late Mesolithic and earl) Neolithic. Alternatively. two separate phases of

Mesolithic and Neolithic acti\ it) ma) be represented there. Further finds of Neolithic material. including an a\e rough»  
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otit. were made in the following decades. These finds were concentrated in the area west of the modern cycle path

bisecting the proposed development area and north of Three Score Road (Site 930—1. Fig. 2).

Other finds of prehistoric date include an Early Bronye Age flint dagger (Site 9309), found (2 200m northeast of the

2000 excavation area Immediately south of this. another flint scatter is recorded (Site 12192). Undated prehistoric

worked flints have also been recovered adjacent to the Yare. 200m north-west of the main excavations (Site 191-10).

Slightly more distant. a Neolithic axe. blades and waste flakes were recovered (1 800m northeeast ofthe development

area on the lower slopes of Bunkers Hill (Site 9308). Only 300111 to the south of this finding. in the Bowthorpe/Earl11am

marshes. a barbed-anditanged arrowhead. a polished axe and Mesolithic flint items were all recovered (Site 9310). A

recent watching brief in this area has yielded tnore worked flint and a sherd of Bronze Age pottery (Phillips 1999) Flint

flakes have also been found on the opposite bank of the Yare in the grounds of Colney Hall (Site 19827). t'. 500m south—

west of the development area Further south still. recent excavations within the ground of the John lnnes Research

Centre have uncovered highly significant evidence of Early Neolithic occupation. including structural evidence and a

buried soil deposit (Site 9336: Whitmore 2001),

Bronze Age barrows and ring-ditches have been recorded at various places on the high ground and slopes along the

Yare valley. A concentration around the confluence of the Rivers Yare and Tas. c. 7km downstream (Fig. 1) has seen

excavation. most extensively in 1989790 prior to construction of the Norwich Southern Bypass (Ashwin and Bates

2000. fig. 180). In the Bowthorpe area of the valley. one certain and three possible Bronze Age barrow sites are known.

Two crop—mark ring-ditches (Sites 9335 and 933(1) lie south of the Yare on rising ground south of Watton Road. Colney.

On the higher ground above the valley to the north. a barrow ring»ditch was excavated in 1979 at thejunction of Barnard

Road and Robberds Way. Bowthorpe (Site 11-131: Lawson 1980. 2049). Other prehistoric finds were also recovered

from its vicinity (Site 13978)

Within the development area itself. a possible ring—ditch had been recorded in the area r. 180m south—east of the main

excavated area (Site 9316: Fig. 1). This forms part of complex of soil—marks very close to the Yare. Review of the air

photograph (copy in NAPLIB TGl0/TG 1808/A) suggested that it was a natural soiliinark of geological origin rather

than a cultural feature. In comparison with other ringiditch sites nearby it is at a very low elevation. almost on the

floodplain itself.

There is little or no evidence for late Bronze Age or Iron Age activity in the immediate area.

Romano-British

Several finds indicate possible Roman activity within the development area (Fig. 2). Stnall numbers of coins and other

metal objects have been recovered. These artefacts were probably casual losses. however. and almost certainly do not

represent settlement acti\ ity. Along with the debatable ‘ring-ditch‘ (above). air photography has recorded se\ eral

sinuous soil-marks close to the Yare. along the edge of the flood plain. While these have been suggested as evidence of

a possible Romano-British field system. they are more likely to represent former side branches of the main river channel

and minor drainage channels.

Anglo-Saxon

Coins. a fragment of a brooch, and other metal artefacts of liarly to Late Saxon date ha\e been found r'. «100111 north-

west of the development area in the area of Bowthorpe/Earlham marshes (Site 9310). An Early Saxon spoon or spatula

and a Middle Saxon pin also come from the same area (Site 13848). A Middle Saxon brooch has also been found within

the development area itself (Site 2066(1).

The trial (”.X'CcllY/ITUIIS (1999)

(Fig. 2)

Out of41 intended trial trenches. only 33 were eventually opened (Fig. 3). since it became clear

that tnany had been sited in areas of recent ground disturbance (Percival 1999). Ten of the

excavated trenches revealed no features or artefactual evidence The tnost significant findings

are summarised in Table 1.

While artefacts were generally sparse. 680 pieces of struck flint were collected. Apparently

of Neolithic type. these corroborate past findings from the area. in particular those from Site

9304. No less than 652 of the flints came from Trench 1 1. It became clear that the aim of any

further excavations would be investigation of the apparent Neolithic activity recorded here.
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Excavation method (2000)

A 0.55m average depth of topsoil and subsoil was mechanically stripped from a 50m by 50m

square area (FiO. 2). Following this the whole site was hand—cleaned using hoes. A series ofpre—

excavation plans recorded all possible archaeological and natural features. Following appraisal

of thcse plans. digging commenced with segmental excavation of parts of a prominent ditch

systcm to seek reliable dating evidence for this landscape element. Dry sieving was employed

to enhancc artefact recovery in approximately one»fifth of the excavated ditch segments. Work
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Trent/1 Features Finds Dating

Trench ll Ditches. gullies, natural features and a single pit Much worked tlint ‘PNeolithic

Trench 16 Three intercutting pits. None ‘7prehistoric

Trench IS ‘7Palaeochannel Worked flint '.’Neolithic

Trench 20 Three linear features Worked flint. I’lron Agc/

one pot sherd '7 ‘PAnglo~Saxon pot

Trench 3% Hollow way None ‘Ipost—medieval

Trench 3-1 Palaeochannel. gully None A

Trench 35 Palaeochannel None ,

Trench 36 Pit and ditch None -

Trench 3S Palaeochannel. gully and possible post~hole Worked flints. burnt flint 'INeolithic

 

Table 1. Summary of Trial Trench Results

quickly proceeded with an examination of the relationships between separate elements of the

ditch system and between the ditch system and other features. Finally. the discrete cut features

were half—sectioned. Those which showed Clear potential for further recovery of significant

artefactual and eeofactual data were fully excavated after the sections had been drawn. As most

of the non—linear features were small and shallow (less than ().5m in diameter and 0.30m deep)

they were carefully trowel excavated but their fills were not sieved.

A discretionary ecofactual sampling policy concentrated on the recovery of carbonised plant

remains. The relatively dry, acidic nature of the sandy soils meant that only carbonised material

survived, and features with a clear abundance of visible material were targeted. No animal bone

survived.

The radiocarbon determination from pit [90 was calibrated using INTCAL98 (Stuvier (If a].

1998).

Excavation results

Period 1: Natural and Early Neolithicfeatures

(Pl. 1; Figs 375)

Natural features

Distinguishing between anthropogenic and naturally generated features was sometimes

difficult. The results from Trial Trench l I had already made this problem clear (Fig. 3): the

upper fills of possible periglacial features 025 and 028 contained in total (312 fragments

(3.538kg) of Early Neolithic flint—working debris. In the Early Neolithic period the landscape

around Bowthorpe. like many other parts of East Anglia. may have had an undulating terrain

characterised by many periglacial hollows. These may have been convenient locations for flint

knapping. where sharp debitage could be kept away from both adults and children and could be

covered over easily. Excluding solution feature 203. eleven of the nineteen natural features

recorded contained cultural material. The finds from a series of natural features excavated at

Spong Hill. North Elmham (l972~84) offer an interesting comparison to the Bowthorpc

material. Most pottery from natural features at Spong Hill was of Early Neolithic or Latc

Neolithic/Early Bronze Age date (Healy I988. 254%: fig. 28).
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Plate 1 Ring—gully 172 after sample excavation, looking Fig. 4 Plan showing ring—gully

south. ‘Hollow‘ [36 is clearly visible in the south—east 172 and adjacent features.

quarter of its interior. Conjectured eastern and

Photo 9304 CST 192 by Jason Dawson. southern lengths of gully

indicated by light tone.

Scale 1:200

While most of these features were interpreted as periglacial at the time of excavation. the

difficulties sometimes involved in distinguishing these features from tree—holes have been

considered recently (Murphy 1997). and should be borne in mind.

In total nineteen natural features were identified (Fig. 3). of which fifteen were sample excavated. Six contained

worked tlint and one contained burnt flint. while fragments of Early Neolithic plain bowl were recovered from Period

3 gully segment [54. Although mostly consisting of undiagnostic flakes. the flints from these features display far more

‘Early Neolithic' than ‘Late Neolithic/Bron7e Age‘ characteristics. Similar worked and burnt flint was recovered from

the surface of three unexcavated natural features. and another sherd of Neolithic plain bowl was recovered from

tlncxcavatcd natural feature 17‘).

The natural features fall into three main types. Firstly. there were small to medium—sized pennannular or arc-shaped

features. probably ice wedges tog. I91 and 2/]. Fig. 3). These were usually 273m long and 0.671111 wide. Secondly.

large irregular periglacial features were also encountered. These were generally deeper. 208 being 1.3m deep. Lastly

 
one shalt-like solution feature. 203’. was partially excavated. Solution pipes are widely known in the Norwich area and

have been well documented by engineers and geologists (Humphrey‘s 1993. 3641). At least eighteen were

comprehensively excavated in 1971 at Eaton Heath. 3,9km downstream to the southeast (Wainwright 1973). At the

titnc of publication. these features were considered anthropogenic. but subsequently they have been reinterpreted as

natural phenomena (Hcaly 1986. 5778).

Early Neolithic features

Four groups of cut features have been dated. more or less firmly. to the Early Neolithic. None

of these was extensive in plan: all were between 0.20m and 0.60111 deep and filled with a range

of light—brown silty sands. Two features were especially interesting: the curious elongated pit

180 in the north—west part of the site. and the shallow ring—gully I72. conceivably the remains

of a structure.

l’it [80. 030111 deep and 1'. 1.80m long. was filled with sand containing abundant charcoal. It contained over twenty

sherds of Neolithic plain bowl and quantities of worked and burnt flint. :\ small llint ad7e (assigned context no. 188)

found on the stripped surface only (1.3m south—east of the pit had probably been displaced from its fill by burrowing. A

single piece of Beaker was also found in the vicinity. A small post or stakeehole. 260. 1.7m further to the west also

contained worked llint. while surface finds ltet’cabouts included worked Him and a sherd of Neolithic plain bowl.  
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‘ \ c Natural features

 

     
Fig. 6 Plan ol‘ Period 2 features in north—east part of site. Scale 1:200

Ringgully I72 (Pl. 1: Fig. 4) was associated with three possible associated post—holes. 2/2. /70 anti 136. and an

irregular hollow. [38, in its centre and south—eastern quadrant: the hollow was ctit b_\ one of the post-holes, [36. The

ring—gully itsell~ was cut by the earliest elements of the Romano-British ditch and gully s) stems. It would have been no

more than 3.5m in diameter and survived to a depth of only 0.1m (Fig. 5). Its brown mottled sand fill 173‘ containing

undiagnostic l'lint»working waste. burnt llints anti a sherd ol' Neolithic pottery. Post»hole 136 contained Early Neolithic

worked that and an undatable prehistoric sherd: the other two post»holes contained undiagnostie worked and burnt flint.

‘Hollo\\" 13s was irregular and angular in plan (Fig. 4): three indentations in its base conceivably represent post»holes.

Disusc l'ill I3“) (Fig. 5) produced nearl) twenty sherds ol‘ Neolithic plain bowl from two semi»complete vessels. along

with Neolithic worked tlint including a blade core. two utilised blades and a possible axe fragment. This feature could

have been a natural hollow. possibl) deliberately enhanced. rather than a cut. This group of features might possibly

represent a small round structure. with an caves»drip gull) and two possible phases ot associated postvholes. but with

ephemeral and nowaanished sideiwalls. It was perhaps entered through the apparent ‘causeway‘ in the southwest side

of the ringigull}. Examples of small circular Neolithic buildings. while uncommon. are not unknown (Danill 199(1).

Period 2: Late Nt’rWillie/Early Bronze Age/barium

(Figs 3. 6—8)

Eight lieatures in the north—east corner ol‘ the site were dated to this period (Fig. (3). a loose an‘ay

ol‘ seven small. roughly circular pits to the west and southAwest of a larger sub—rectangular or

irregularly ovate pit. The large pit produced a large collection ol‘ worked flint and Beaker pottery.

lt is regrettable that its environs to the north and east could not be examined. It is possible that

pit 190 represented a locus l'or the activity represented by the smaller surrounding pits but their

relative dates. and the character and duration ol‘ the aetivity(ies) represented. are both unclear.

The small pits were between (Hm and 1.0111 in diameter and on average 0.3m deep. Clearly they were merely the

bases of \ery heavily truncated features. Their (ills all contained abundant charcoal and other carbonised material (Fig.

7). Four of the seven pits had lower l'ills largely composed of carbonised material. and one showed evidence oti in rim

burning in its base. Apart l'rom a few burnt I’lints no linds were recovered.  
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Fig. 8 Radioearbon determination from pit 190

In marked contrast. large pit or hollow 190 was 3.9m long. 1.8m wide and 0.5m deep. Roughly kidneyeshaped in

plan (Fig. (i). it may have been a utilised or enhanced natural hollow rather than a cut per so A thin basal fill ofblown

or inwashed sand had been capped by a dump of charcoal—rich material (Fig. 7). which yielded 769 worked and (154

burnt flints. The worked flint included 16 scrapers. 3-1 blades anti 42 cores or core fragments. The pottery assemblage

consisted of 183 sherds from at least twenty different vessels. seventeen of which were Beakers. There was no burnt or

cremated bone. nor was arty in .vilu burning recognised. Fragmentation of the pottery had clearly taken place prior to its

deposition in the feature. Analysis of environmental sample material frotn the most substantial filling deposit. [95.

revealed charred grains of cereals including barley. ha/el nutshell and wood charcoal.

A radiocarbon determination of 250071950 cal. BC (954‘? confidence: 3800:90 BP. Wk 8870. Fig. 8) was obtained

from a fragment of ha/elnut shell recovered from deposit 3/5 within pit NU.

Period [/23 Unduled [)I'L’lll.\‘l()l‘l('Ifi’d/lll't’f

(Fig. 3)

Altogether thirteen excavated features were almost certainly pre—Roman in date but did not

contain conclusive dating evidence. They are most likely to be either Early Neolithic or Late

Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. Seven of them may perhaps be interpreted in terms of their forms

and spatial layout. if not date.

Pit /77 was sub-square or sulvcircular in plan. its basal charcoal—rich fill capped with two sandy deposits. Three

sttbcircular postrholes apparently associated with it. ["8. 200 and 303. were arranged as if to form a threeepost structure

over or around the pit. Considerable cy idenee of burning from within pit 177 may ittdicatc that it served as a hearth.

The pit contained worked flint with some liarly Bron/c Age characteristics.

In the north-east of the site a possible structure was represented by three post»holcs 0307045111 in diameter and tip

to 0.30m deep. arranged in a regular triangle 2.0m apart. Two of them. 330 and 2/4. contained sherds of ttndiagnostic

prehistoric pottery. Two of these slierds could be Iron Age in date. and this would conform with traditional

archaeological associations for structures of this type. However. this date seems rather unlikely given the total lack of

any recorded Iron Age activity in the vicinity.  
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Period 3: R()Ill(llt()-Bl‘111.\'1tft’al‘llll’a‘

(Figs 3 and 9)

A Romano—British date is proposed for the rectilinear enclosure system dominating the

excavated area. Since only six small sherds of abraded pottery were recovered from it. however.

it was not possible to date these features with any precision. although stratigraphic relationships

make their relative sequence clear (Figs 3 and 9). Detailed information is held in the site archive.

Phase 1 (gullies 082, 083, 013/108, 054, 012)

A series of thin. shallow parallel gullies. 0.30m wide and 0.30m deep on average. had been filled like the rest of the

ditch system with a uniform mid-brown sand with a slight silt content. The leached and hoinogenous nature of the fills

made it difficult to distinguish stratigraphic relationships between the various phases of the ditch system. They were all

aligned along the satire noi‘thinorthieast to south-south-west axis respected by all the Romano—British features.

Perhaps the gttllies represent arable or horticultural plots with a fairly limited lifeespan. At first glance the two best

preserved gttllies. 082 and 083 (Fig. 3). appeared to have been side ditches of a drove-road or track-way. but this may reflect

differential survival of features. Feature 054 is a possible sotrtlieni continuation of 083’ picked tip during the evaluation

Features 013/108 and 012 are surviving fragments of further parallel gullies to the west of 083’. Tlitts we may suggest a

series of parallel gullies 4—5in apart. perhaps with another gully between 013/108 arid 012 of which no trace survives.

There were no traces ofgrrllies running at right-angles to these features. This may be a matter ofdifferential survival:

alternatively any pcrpendictrlar boundaries may have been shallow-rooted hedges or hurdle fences, Finds from the

Phase I gullies consisted of tiny ainottiits of heavily abraded Romano—British coarse pottery and residual worked and

burnt tlints. The natttre of the pottery assemblage suggests it made its way onto the site as domestic rubbish mixed with

farmyard mantlre. entering the gully fills from the ancient topsoil on the disuse of the gully system.

Phase 2 (ditches 084, 085)

One corner of a large square or rectangular ditched enclosure was recorded. This enclosurc‘s alignment respected the

q
underlying Phase l gullies (Fig. 3). The cotiipoiient ditches. 084 and 085. were 0.8040111 \‘t ide and on average 0.40m

deep (l 3). There was no evidence of an entrance within the e\cavation area. btrt we have no idea how far beyond

 

 

the excavated area the enclosure extended.

A single ovate pit. 045. was assigned speculatively to this phase. It lay 3.5m otrtside the western arm ofthe enclosure.

It was filled with light brown silty sand and its upper fill contained a slierd of abraded Roinano~British coarse ware.

This fill had been cut by seven small stakeiholcs. While this pit may have represented activity associated with the Phase

3 enclosure. there is no certainty about this.

This second phase of land division may possibly have represented a shift away from arable towards pastoral

activities. perhaps involving seasonal exploitation of rich spring and summer grazing on the river margins.

Phase 3 (ditches 080. 081) and Phase 3A (re-cutting of 080)

Some years after the abandonment of the southeastern enclosure. a similar enclosure \\ as constructed in the north—western

part of the excavated area. The two ditches representing it. 080 and 08/. contained a few sherds of Romano—British coarse

\vare. No evidence for an entrance was sccii. The axis first delineated by the Phase 1 gullies was still respected (Fig. 3t

Perhaps the earlier enclosures were still visible as earthworks, This enclosure may also have fulfilled htttClx'AL‘OttIt'Ol functions.

Phase 3A consists of air indistinct (and probably partial) rccut of 080, the eastern arm of the enclosure. This must

have occurred after the main enclosure had been ottt of use for sortie time. and \vhcn its natural infilling was well

advanced. The irregularly shaped rc»cuts (301‘ and 35‘): Fig. 8) perhaps represented sonic attempt at drainage or

boundary marking. maybe in the later Roman period.

Finds and environmental data

Lithics

bi- Sarah Bates

0f the (780 pieces of struck tlint found during the trial c\cavations. (152 pieces came from Trench 11. The quantity and

unabradcd condition of most of the material suggested that knapping had occurred at the site. Although no diagnostic

tools were found. the ttatttrc of the flittt suggested that much of it dated to the earlier Neolithic period. A ftrll report on

the material is held in the site archive.  
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F2 F3

L. 10 Illustrated lithic material. Scale 1:2

 

Type Number

 

Struck fragment

Core/ frag ment

Shatter piece

Primary flake/fragment

Secondary flake/fragment

'l‘ertiary flake/fragment

Blade/fragment

Spall

Scraper

Piereer

Knife

Adze

Spurred piece

Retouehed flake

Utilised llake

Retoucbed blade

Utilised blade

()tlier tool

Microlitli

Utilisetl piece

Polis‘hetl tragment

31

54

47

46

404

l

j

 

Total 127]

 

Burnt fragments ltll‘) ( BJOngl

 

Table 2. The Flint Assemblage
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A total of l27l pieces of struck flint and 1019 pieces of burnt flint (weighing 13.398kgl were recovered during the

excavation (Table 2). Flint was recovered from the fills of prehistoric pits and posteholes. ditches of probable Romano-

British date and natural features. The assemblage includes irregular flakes and shatter pieces from gravel pebbles. as

well as flakes and blades which have been struck from better—quality flint. Soft— and hard-hammer struck pieces are

present. The different raw materials. as well as the varying nature of the worked pieces. represent activity at the site

during two different periods: the earlier Neolithic and the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age.

The usury/ublugc

The flint ranges in colour from dark to pale grey: some has a mottled appearance. Cortex is mainly cream or greyish

orange in colour: sortie contexts include pieces which have a dirty 'speckled' cortex. The assemblage consists mainly

of unmodified flakes and spalls. Many blades or bladeilike flakes are present. as well as some cores. struck fragments

and shatter pieces. Relatively few retotrched pieces were found. Most of the flint is quite sharp: some is patinated

(although the pale grey colour of much of the flint reflects the raw material type rather than postedepositional

processes).

The assemblage includes two main types of material. Firstly. there are groups which include many thin soft hammer?

struck flakes and blades. often of notably pale grey flint. Several contexts contain quite large pieces: some faceted

platforms indicate deliberate preparation of cores. The si7e of some of the flakes and the type of flint chosen suggest

that raw material was selected and worked carefully. The debris seen in this first group is characteristic of earlier

Neolithic flint~working. and resembles the material found during site eValuation.

The second group consists mostly of hardhammer-struck flakes and shatter pieces. Most of this flint is mid- to dark

grey in colour: its fractured nature shows that it was of poor quality and was worked rather haphazardly. There are many

irregular fragments. some of them struck or ‘tested‘ and others that shattered randomly dtrring working. Although some

fragments are quite large. the large flakes and blades seen in the former group are absent. It is likely that small pebbles

and fragments from the local grayels were often used as cores. and occasionally as tools. This second type of material

is probably of later Neolithic or Early Bronze Age date.

While it is possible to distinguish the two types of knapping debris there are few rctouched pieces. and very few

datablc items. Some features contain mainly one or other type of flint. but the types are not always mutually exclusiye.

Clearly litliic material is often present residually in later features or deposits.

Jl’](’.\()/fl/If('

A single. complete later Mesolithic microlith was found unstratified in the topsoil. attesting to acti\’ity nearby during

that period,

liar/y Nt’U/f/flft'

Pit [80 contained a total of 24] struck flints and nineteen burnt fragments. Most of them are sharp. with some irregular

flakes present as well as a few large flakes, Blades make up 1 1‘? of the feature assemblage by number. An end scraper.

a rctouched blade fragment and a small burnt edge fragment with polish on both surfaces were found; a small battered

fragment was probably corc»trimrning debris. Twenty-one of the struck pieces from the pit are burnt. The pit appears to

contain deliberately dumped debris.

Immediately to thc south of the pit a small or ‘miniaturc‘ ad/e (Fig. 10. F1) was found in a spread of soil (context

It“) which may have been displaced from the feature by burrowing, It has been made on a small flake and bears retouch

oycr most of its dorsal surface. with a few shallow flakes remoy'cd from its Ventral face. Its very slightly cony'e\ distal

edge has been chipped. probably during use. There are slight depressions in cithcrcdgc towards its proximal end: it may

be that these were deliberately formed in order to halt the piece. Certainly its small sile suggests that hafring was

necessary.

A total of 78 pieces of struck flint and Z-l burnt fragments were found in the Early Neolithic pit or ‘hollow‘ [38 (till

HQ). Included are some large flakes (mostly thin. soft-barnmcr—struck pieces). a Very large blade and a fragment from

the platform of a blade core, Another bladc bearing coarse retouch along its right edge, and possible use damage along

its left. can be described as a knife. and a bifacially'erctouched piece might be a small unfinished a\c. One other utilised

flake was present. Two small sharp soft7lrammcrestruck blades were found in postehole lu’o. which may be associated

with a small Late Neolithic/Farly Bron/c ringegully and which contained a thermal fragment rctouched as a scraper.

Chai'actcristically liarly Neolithic flint was also recovered from pit 24.7. post»hole 320. and from some of the

Hub atctl segments of the Pcriotl 3 linear features. A long thin knifc. mate in shape with broken distal end and shallow

flaking o\‘cr part of its dorsal surface. and two other soft~hammcr»struck I‘Irimming flakes. came from gully segment

”-1 (Fig. It). 131). \r’arioas natural features also produced flint of this kind.  
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Lulu NetIlir/u'c/Ear/y Bro/1:6 Age

Pit [90 contained 769 pieces of struck flint and 654 burnt fragments. in association with pottery of Beaker type. The

struck that consists mainly of irregular flakes and shatter pieces. Only 3% of the pieces are blades. Fortyawo cores or

core fragments are also present. the latter mostly irregular multi—platform flake cores and fragments which have been

used as cores. Sixteen scrapers and one incomplete scraper were found in the pit (Fig. ll). F3): seven were ovate in shape.

one was a neat sub—rectangular shape and the others were irregular: ()ther modified pieces are four piercers. a spurred

piece. a possible notched flake and six marginally retouched pieces. A large fragment of probable thermal origin shows

slight utilisation at one pointed end. and two other flakes had also been utilised, Twenty-seven struck pieces were burnt.

Four struck flints from the fill of small pit I77 include a thermal fragment retouched along one edge to form a broad

pointed piercer»type tool.

A little diagnostically Early Neolithic flint occurred. probably intrusively. in later Neolithic or Early Bronze Age

features: for example, six thin. pale grey struck flints were found in the fill of Period 2 pit 246.

Other hard—hammer—struck flakes and irregular chunky shatter pieces were fottnd residually in Romano»British ditch

080. This material included a thermal flake. subicircular. cortical and neatly retouched along one side to form a scraper.

Cum/agile ofillustratedflintt‘

(Fig. 10)

F1 Adze: use—damaged distal edge. very slight notches in proximal edges possibly used for halting. I88

F2 Knife; ovate. distal end broken. I35. gully segment 134

F3 Scraper: subirectangular. retouch around distal end. 256. pit 190

szt'luxinnx

The volume of the assemblage recovered during the 1999 evaluation suggested that knapping had occurred on site. and

that undisturbed features or deposits probably survived. Several features excavated during the 2000 works showed this

to be the case. although some of the flint was clearly residual in the contexts from which it was recovered

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pit I80 (Eur/y Neoli/lzit') Pl! 190 {Lute Nevin/tic/Em‘li‘ [fro/13' Age)

77‘7” Number Tvpt' Number

Core fragment 1 Core fragment l3

Flake 12' Multi—platform blade core blade 1

Blade 27 Multi-platform flake core 20

SP3“ 88 Tested piece 8

Fragment l Flake 500

End scraper l Bkldc 3.1

Polished fragment 1 Spall [08

Retouched blade 1 Fragment Z

Adze (context 188) l Shatter 62

End scraper I find scraper |

Total 242 End side scraper 5

Irregular scraper ‘)

()vate scraper Z

Spurred piece 1

Notched flake l

Piercer 4

Retouchcd tlakc o

Utiliscd [lake 2

Total 76‘)

 

Table 3. Struck flint from pits [80 and l‘)()  
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The lithic material included two main types, Thin soft-hammer-struck flakes and blades. including the miniature

adze. end—scraper and the retouched blade. are probably of earlier Neolithic date. This is distinct from the irregularly

struck and shattered flint of Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age type. Retouched pieces from Period 2 contexts include a

number of scrapers. many of them subcircular and quite small. of a kind characteristic of Beaker-associated

assemblages (Healy 19%. 63). Several irregular piercers. other marginally retouehed pieces and a few retouched

thermal fragments probably date to this later period too. the latter indicating the use of readily available flint as a raw

material (Edmonds 1995).

The majority of flint came from small Earl) Neolithic pit I80 and ‘Beaker' pit 190. and the differences between these

feature assemblages are pronounced (Table 3 ). In both cases the flint was sharp. and the inclusion of several burnt flakes

in each feature suggested that the material represented deliberately dtnnped debris.

In very few cases is it possible to suggest dates for the other excavated features on the basis of the associated flint.

Moreover. many of the undated prehistoric (Period 1/2) features did not contain any flint. Material from these latter

features is more often of Early Neolithic than of Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age date: perhaps this is unsurprising

given the more distinctive nature of the earlier material. while several of these pieces come from features excavated in

the south—west part of the site. not far distant from Period l pits [3’8 and 180.

 

 

 

Pottery period Quantity Whig/it (kg)

Earlier Neolithic 64 0321

Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age 182 1,130

Undiagnostic (\ 0.044

Total 252 1.495

 

Table 4. Quantity and weight of prehistoric pottery by ceramic phase

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fabric [)csc/‘iption Quantity Height (kg)

Fabric Fl Common calcined llint. moderate quartz sand 49 0.1th

Fabric F} Medium calcined flint. moderate quart/ sand, 0.026

Fabric F4 Sparse angular flint 0.01o

Fabric Q2 Moderate quart/ sand. sparse calcined llint 0.013

Total 64 0.321

Table 5. Earlier Neolithic fabrics

Fabric Dutcri/nion Quantity Height (kg)

Fabric FZ Moderate angular flint. sparse quart/ sand 1 0.004

Fabric FS Common calcined flint. moderate quart/ sand 1 0.012

Fabric (11 Sparse grog. sparse calcined Him 47 0.363

Fabric (13 l\'lodcratc grog. sparse flint (H 0.545

Fabric Ci} Common grog. sparse quartz sand 36 0.143

Fabric (14 Sparse grog. moderate flint 1 0.008

Fabric Q1 Common quart/ sand. sparse mica 3 0.038

Fabric Q3 Common moderate medium quart/ sand I 0,018

Fabric ()3 Common coarse quart/ sand 1 0.003

1" Indeterminate I 0.006

Total 183 1.143

 

Table 6. Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age fabrics from pit 190  
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Relatively few retouched itetns v 'ere found. The greatest number were from Period 2 pit I90: very few came from

the Earl) Neolithic features. However. the range of tool types for the earlier period is greater, This is consistent with

the gradual decline in the range of tool types commonly produced during the Early Bronze Age (Edmonds 1995. 177),

Prehistoric pottery

by Sarah Percival

The excavations yielded 252 sherds of prehistoric pottery weighing 1.495kg (Table 4). This included earlier Neolithic

plain bowl forms and Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age Beaker~type pottery. as well as undiagnostic sherds which could

not be closely dated.

Earlier Neolithic pottery

Sixty-four earlier Neolithic sherds (0.32 1 kg) were recovered from ten excavated features and one unstratified context.

They were small but generally in good condition. All the pottery was of plain bowl type. probably dating to (1

4000—2900 BC (Healy 1996. 113).

Fotir fabrics were identified (Table 5). A11 contained calcined flint. three in combination with quartz sand. The fabrics

displayed characteristic dark grey. orange brown or black colouring. and were fired to a hard finish.

The assemblage contained four rim types. classified following the typology defined by Smith (Smith 19(75) as

follows: two were simple. everted forms (Type A: Healy [988. fing P60: fig7~1 P173): one was externally folded

(Type B: Healy 1988. fig,71 P135). and the last was ‘T‘ sectioned (Type E: Healy 1988. 11ng Poo). The remainder

were all undiagnostic body sherds.

Seventy-five per cent of the assemblage (—17 sherds) came from two pits (/38 and [80). each of which contained over

twenty sherds as well as fired clay and large quantities of burnt and struck flint. Post~ho1e 260, to the east of pit 180 and

perhaps associated with it. contained seven sherds as well as struck flint, Isolated eiicular pit 247 contained three sherds

ofearlier Neolithic pottery. Two single sherds 7 including the ‘T‘ shaped rim — were from the fills of natural features.

lute Neolithic/Early Bronte Age pottery

Period 2 pit [90 produced the most substantial assemblage found within a single feature. It consisted of the fragmentary

remains of a minimum of twenty vessels. most represented by only one or two sherds, Seventeen of these vessels were

apparently Beakers. the remainder being undiagnostic Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age forms. No complete profiles

were present. Many sherds had highly abraded surfaces. It is possible that the feature was open to the elements for a

period allowing material to accumulate gradually, possibly incorporating pottery from surface deposits or middens.

The feature was ploughitruncated. and much of the pottery was collected during surface cleaning.

The pottery was characterised by soft fabrics with buffiorange to bufflbrown colouring. Grog (crttshed pottery) was the

main inclusion present in 96% of the 183 sherds. Quartz sand and/or flint were also found in varying quantities in all of

the fabrics identified (Table 6). Grog- and quart/:sand-tempcred fabrics are highly characteristic of Late Neolithic/Early

Bronze Age pottery. particularly of Beaker type. throughout East Anglia and beyond (Hcaly 1988. fig.78).

The Beaker pottery is mostly finely tnade. with simple. outiturned rim fortns (Figs 10 and 11. P6, P10. P11. P13.

P17). Two examples of thicker. upright rims (Fig. l 1, P1: Fig. 12. P14) were also collected. Decoration on these sherds

consists of a series of continuous or discontinuous horizontal bands of 'opcn' designs. These can be simple. almost

random. comb—impressions (Fig, 1 1. P10. Pl 1 ) or more complex designs carried 0111 using fingernail impressions. either

alone (Fig. l 1. P]: Fig. 12. P13) or in combination with comb impressions (Fig. 11. P12). Other impressed designs were

accomplished using fingernails to produce herringbone (Fig. 13. PIX) or cable motifs. Onc finely decorated rim shcrd

has horizontal fingernail and comb-impressed bands around the body of a vessel with a pointed rim with c\tcrnal bevel

(Fig. 11. P12) similar to an example found during excavations at the nearby Bowthorpc ring-ditch (Lawson 1986. fig.

41. 2), Bird—bone or tool impressions were also present on one sherd (Fig. 12. 1’15). No heavy plastic rustication was

present. and closed motifs such as comb—impressed chevrons were also absent, The undiagnostic Late Neolithic/Earl}

Bronze Age forms are not decorated but bear distinctive pinched cordons marking slight changes of angle on thc

shoulders of the vessels (Fig. 11. P3. P4),

Beaker dating is at present in flux following the abandonment of linear chronologies based on simple stylistic

development (Kinnes cl (1/. 1991). Several parallels can be found within a group of similar Beakcrs front the excavated

ringiditch at Barnard Road/Robberds Way. Bowthorpe (Lawson 1986). Both assemblages fcatttre open bands of

decoration using comb» and fingernail-imprcsscd designs characteristic of earlier liast Anglian-stylc Bcakcrs. but lack

the more complex closed motifs and fingertip plastic rustication which typify later Beaker styles found on sites such as

those at llockwold cutn Wilton (Bamford 1982). If Beaker decoration became more complex over titnc (Boast 1005.

73). the Bowthorpe sherds may lie in the earlier period of Beaker‘s overall currency (370071801) BC).
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Fig. 11 llluslmlcd pottery Pl—PIZ. Scale 1:2  
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P 1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

P11

P12
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Carri/optic ofii'lliLrll‘u/t’il ,Y/lt’l'tlel‘UIH pit [90

(Figs 11 and 121

Rim with fingernail impressed decoration and cordon. Beaker. Fabric G 1. Form R3. (77.

Base sherd. part of same vessel as Pl. Beaker. Fabric G 1. Surface of unexc. pit 190.

Rim sherd with applied cordon emphasising shoulder. Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. Fabric G2. Form R4. ()7

Rim sherd with pinched cordon. Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. Fabric F2. Form R5. ()7.

Body sherd with cordon emphasising shoulder and combvimpressed decoration. Later Neolithic/Earl) Bronze

Age. Fabric Gl. Form Bl. Surface of unexc. pit 190.

Rim sherd with impressed decoration. Beaker. Fabric G3. Form Rt). 67.

Rim. Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. Fabric G3. Form R9. 67.

Rim sherd. exterior surface missing. Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age, Fabric Q1. Form R8. 67.

Base. ‘7fingernail impressed Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. Fabric G2, Form B2. ()7.

Rim sherd with comb—impressed decoration. Beaker. Fabric G3, Form R7. ()7.

Rim. combeimpressed. Beaker Fabric G3. Form R13. l82.

Rim. fingernail impressed/comb-impressed bands. Beaker Fabric (32. Form R14. [82.

 
 

 

Fig. 12 Illustrated pottery P137P20. Scale 1:2  
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P13 Rim. fingernail impressed. Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. Fabric G3. Form R2. [82.

P14 Rim. incised or impressed decoration forming band. Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. Fabric C12. Form R15. 182.

P15 Body sherd. combeimpres‘sed and ‘.’bird»bone impressed. Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. Fabric GZ 5-1.

P16 Base with impressed decoration (abraded). Beaker. Fabric G}. Form B}, 183.

t
o

P17 Rim. exterior very abraded. Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. Fabric Gl, Form R16. 195.

P18 Body sherd, fingernail impressed herringbone and cable. Later Neolithic/Early Bron/.e Age, Fabric G2, 254.

P19 Body sherd. cordon with fingernail impressions. Later Neolithic/Early" Bronze Age. Fabric G1. 195.

P20 Rim with fingernail impressed decoration. Beaker. Fabric 62. Form R3. [82,

P21 Rim. Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. Fabric G4, Form R18. 255.

P22 Rim, Later Neolithic/Early Bron/c Age. Fabric F5. Form R19. 255.

Fired clay

by Sarah Percival

Fired clay weighing 1.842kg (101 pieces) was recovered from seven contests. All the fired clay fragments had a quartze

sand tempered fabric, and were poorly mixed and ill fired. One piece contained additional calcined flint.

A single piece of fired clay was recovered from Period 1 pit [80. and two pieces from Period 1 pit 247. The pieces

had no surviving surfaces. Most of the assemblage (98 pieces/1.720kg) was found in the fills of Period 2 Late

Neolithic/Early Bronze Age pit [90. Again. most pieces were very abraded. Two had smoothed surfaces forming

rounded corners. perhaps suggesting irregular bricks (Petersen 1986. 97) or cylindrical loom w eights. One piece bore

the remains of an irregular perforation or groove. and two had small. irregular holes or wattle impressions.

Interpretation was difficult as preservation of the assemblage was poor Scatters of fired clay ‘bricks‘ have often been

found associated with pottery on Later Neolithic and Early Bron/e Age sites (Petersen 1980. 101 ). and have been

interpreted as the remains of ovens or kiln debris. Loom weights ha\ c be ‘11 found in structured deposits also associated

with Bronze Age pottery and other artefacts (Brown 1996. 39).

Romano-British pottery

by Alice Lyons

The six sherds of RomanoeBritish pottery recovered (0.047kg) were very abraded and not closely datable. but the two

recognisable rim forms date to the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD. Most are in a sandy grey ware fabric that is not sourced

to one particular manufacturing centre and is commonly found over much of central Norfolk (Lyons forthcoming:

Andrews 1985). A single sherd manufactured at the Brampton kiln complex. 161m] north of Norwich. was identified

(Knowles l977;(1reen 1977. 31792).

Plant macrofossils

17v Val Fryer

Fifteen samples were submitted for analy. ‘ '. A single Period 1 feature. post-hole 313 (sample 11. conte\t 213) was

  

satnplcd. and five samples were taken from undated prehistoric contcx 1 The remaining samples all came from Period

2 Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age features. notably pit IOU and the adjacent smaller pits. sortie of which showed traces

of in rim btirning.

The samples were processed by manual water flotation/\vasbover. collecting the llots in a 500 micron mesh sieve

The dried flots. or sub—samples of them. were scanned under a binocular microscope at low power: All plant material

was preserved by charring. Modern contaminants including fibrous roots, arthropods. seeds/fruits and fungal sclerotia

were present in most samples.

l’ltm/ macro/ii\'.\‘I'/.\'

Willi thc evception of charcoal fragments. which were abundant in all samples. plant macrofossils were extremely rare.

Single grains of barley (How/cum sp.) were noted in samples 5. 7 and 8. :\ fragment of onionecouch t.‘\l'I‘llt'Ittlf/tt‘t’tmt

5p.) tubcr \\ as present in sample 4. indeterminate grass seeds were recorded in samples 5 and 11. and a possiblc

vctcli/vctchling (\it'itI/l,zlt/r\‘ru.\' sp.) cotyledon was reco\crcd from sample 9. Small fragments of ha/cl ((‘ol’vlm~

arr/luau) nutshell were noted in sample 7 and part of a spikcerush tE/coc/mrix sp.) fruit was found in sample 13, Other

plant inacrofossils included indeterminate bud scales and ctiltn nodes.  
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Sample No 4 5 7 8 9 ll 13

Ct mlm 144 I76 [95 2/5 218 2 I} 254

Farm/r 1-12 177 [90 214 2/6 2/2 233

Duty Late undated Late undated undated Early Late

NCO/EBA prehistoric Neo/EBA prehistoric prehistoric Neolithic Neo/EBA

Cereals

Cereal indet. (grain) x

Hurtit'um sp. (grain) .\ xcf xcf

Her/7.x

Arrlmml/wrum sp. (tuber) x

C/mmptrtliuceuy indet,

Sm. Poaceae indeti x xcf

\'7r'iti/l,<it/i)'1'1l.¥ sp. xcf

Trem/s/lrubr

Cm‘ylux (Ire/[rum L. x

Wetland plants

Eleoc/mrir sp,
x

Other plum Iimcmfmsi/x

Charcoal <2mm xxx xxx xxx xx xxx xxx xxx

Charcoal >2mm xx xxx xxx xx xxx xxx

Charred root/rhizome stem x x x x x x

Encaceae indetr (stem) xcf

Indett Buds/bud scales x x

Indet. culm nodes

lndet. seeds

Indet. tubers

Other material

Black porous 'cokey' material x x x x

Black tarry material x x x x

Burnt/fired clay x

Molluscs (p/a, p p p p p p

Sample volume (litres) 6 10ss l()ss 75 10ss 6 10.5ss

Volume of Hot (lit) 04 1.2 0.4 <0.1 0.1 0.8 08

% flot sorted 100% 12.50% 100% 100% 100% 25% 25%

       

  

   

   

    

  

Other materials

Dirt'm‘xiun

x 2 0 7 10 specimens xx : 10 — 100 specimens

Table 7. Data from samples containing

and 1 l but appear to be modern contaminants.

xxx 2 100+ specimens p/a : presence/absence ss : sub-sample

identifiable plant maerofossils

Fragments of black porous ‘cokey‘ material and black tarry material. noted at an extremely low density in all but

samples 1. 3. 12 and 15. are probably residues of the combustion of organic materials at very high temperatures. A

single small fragment of burnt or fired clay was present in sample 7. Mollusc shells were noted in all but samples 10

The assemblage from sample 7 (fill 195 of Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age pit 19(1), which includes grains of barley

and other indeterminate cereals. fragments of ha/cl nutshell and abundant charcoal fragments. resembles contemporary  
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assemblages recovered from (for example) Longham. (Fryer and Murphy 1998). Similar material recovered from other

Neolithic sites in lowland Britain is thought to indicate that the gathering of wild plant foods continued to be of

considerable importance after the introduction of agriculture (Moffett ct ul. 1989).

Samples 5 and () froin pit 177 also contained cereals and abundant charcoal fragments. but hazel nutshell fragments

were absent. Seeds of common weed species were noted but only as single specimens. Samples 1. 2. 3. 4. ll. 12. 13

and 15 were taken from the small truncated pits south and west of Period 2 pit I90. some of whose bases were reddened

by in A'fllt burning. With the exception of charcoal fragments. plant macrofossils were extremely rare or absent. There

are no indications of the pits‘ function. or of what fuels were used.

The plant macrofossil assemblage from sample 7 (Period 2 pit 190) is paralleled by material from contemporary

deposits in other parts of lowland Britain. and may be indicative of a continuing dependence on food gathered from the

wild to supplement that produced by agriculture. The remaining assemblages are largely inconclusive. being dominated

by wood charcoal.

Discussion

by John W. Percival and Trevor Ashwin

Interestingly. this is one of relatively few Neolithic or Early Bronze Age sites in East Anglia

excavated in recent decades where fieldworkers have set out to find evidence of occupation (as

opposed to evidence of ritual or funerary activity) and have actually succeeded. The excavators

at Eaton Heath in 1971 were looking for another ‘Arminghall—type‘ henge monument

(Wainwright 1973. 2). Archaeological attention was originally drawn to the Longham—Bittering

area of central Norfolk by the presence of a possible Bronze Age barrow and by more substantial.

later prehistoric monuments (Wymer and Healy 1996: Ashwin 1998). The 1990 excavations at

Trowse Newton (Fig. 1) had targeted ‘ring—ditch‘ crop—marks which turned out to be Second

World War searchlight emplacements (Ashwin and Bates 2000). More recent fieldwork at Wood

Farm. Gorleston (Fig. l) was prompted. like that at Bowthorpe. by finds of worked flint. but the

relationship between the llint scatter and the below—ground features is hard to explain (Timms

and Ashwin 1999. Ashwin 2001). It is little wonder that un—monumental Neolithic and Bronze

Age sites are undcr—represented in the excavated record when they are so difficult to locate.

Arguably for many decades fieldworkers seeking Neolithic domestic evidence had been

expecting * implicitly or explicitly — to find roundhouses or even Linearbaudkerumik—stylc

longhouses. perhaps within the more easily recognisable farmstead—type enclosures common

in later British prehistory (Thomas 1996). This means that they may not have been predisposed

to viewing ephemeral remains and artefacts from natural features. as found at Bowthorpe. as

representing ‘occupation'. especially if artefact and dating evidence was scant and significant

features and artefact collections front later periods were present too. Thus. even if remains of

this kind had been found and excavated. they may not always have been recognised as

evidence of ‘occupation‘. The climate of prehistoric research is now changing. If the ideas put

forward in recent years about the essentially mobile or peripatetic nature of Neolithic societies

(Whittle 1997) are accepted. then one might only expect occasional finds of poorly preserved

ephemeral structures.

The Bowthorpe site would have had obvious attractions for prehistoric occupation of any

character or date. Lying on an important valley routeway. its slope had a southerly aspect and

its light sandy soils would have been dry at all times of year. yet its location in a deep loop in

the Yarc‘s course would have left it partly surrounded by a natural wealth of foodstuffs and raw

materials in the wet valley—bottom itself.  
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Period 1: Early Neu/it/zii'

There are broad similarities between the excavated features from Bowthorpe and those from

the three other excavated Early Neolithic ‘settlement’ or ‘occupation‘ sites in Norfolk: Broomc

Heath. Ditchingham (Wainwright 1972): Spong Hill (Healy 1988): and the previously—

mentioned site at Eaton Heath (Wainwright 1973: Fig. 1). Whilst groups of pits were identified

on all these sites. isolated or outlying pits also occurred. In general. the excavators of these

sites interpreted the pit groups as evidence of discontinuous occupation. with each

representing a single visit or episode. With only nine reasonably definite Early Neolithic

anthropogenic features here. it is difficult to identify any clusters. As at the other sites. the

features create an impression of repeated re-occupation rather than concerted long—term

settlement. When discussing Broome Heath. Wainwright (1972. 22) drew a distinction

between ‘community movements~ dtte to exhaustion of surrounding arable land after a number

of years or decades. as opposed to shorter term “more seasonal migrations‘. The Broomc Heath

site lay immediately adjacent to one of few long barrows in Norfolk to survive as an

earthwork. The large amount of artefactual material at Broomc Heath might possibly have

been connected with. or enhanced by. large numbers of seasonal or other visits due to the

presence of the funerary monument. (The relatively good preservation of deposits there may

also have been a factor.) Certainly the volume of finds from Bowthorpe. and indeed from

Eaton Heath and from the individual pit clusters at Spong Hill. could have easily been

deposited in the space of a few weeks or months. rather than a few years. The crop—mark of a

possible long barrow 01‘ funerary enclosure lies Skin tip the Yare valley west of Bowthorpe at

Marlingford (Ashwin 1996. 45). Perhaps the early Neolithic users of the Bowthorpe site also

visited or occupied the area around the monument. as their Waveney valley counterparts may

have done at Broome Heath.

In reports on the previously—mentioned comparative sites the pits and pit clusters have been

interpreted in functional terms, usually for rubbish disposal and storage. The six timber—lined

pits from Broome Heath were viewed as storage pits. as were many of the other unlined pits.

Perhaps a more plausible reason to line pits of this nature was so that they could hold water.

for domestic or for ‘industrial‘ purposes such as tanning or leatherworking. Whilst interpreting

pits as being deliberately excavated especially for use for storage requires care. there is little

or no evidence at Bowthorpe or any of the three other sites for careful ‘structured deposition'

of selected pottery or flint items. Little or no animal bone survived from any of these sites. At

Spong Hill. and particularly at Broome Heath. quantities of earlier Neolithic artefacts were

found in spreads. or otherwise not within cut features. This raises questions about the location

and scale of any surface middens. and the degree of care and formality with which they may

have been managed. Similarly. little positive patterning could be discerned in the size. shape

and distribution of the pits. other than that different pit groups might represent different

episodes of occupation.

The presence of Early Neolithic flint work in quantity in periglacial hollows and other

natural features illustrates graphically how irregularities in terrain. which have long been

obscured by agriculture. were used for rubbish disposal. and perhaps for shelter as well. The

Bowthorpe evidence ‘ especially from possible periglacial features 25 and 28. whose upper

fills yielded over 3.5kg of worked flint # deserves comparison with material from natural

features recorded at Spong Hill. Natural features were also excavated at Broomc Heath. but

few if any finds were recovered from them. Some of the previously—meritioned Eaton Heath

‘shafts' did contain early Neolithic flint and pottery. but this may have subsided or been

transported into them gradually over time.
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The ring—gully 172 and its associated post—holes is potentially significant, given the general

lack of credible Early Neolithic structural evidence from excavated sites in northern East

Anglia. Eaton Heath also produced two possibly structural clusters of post—holes (Wainwright

1973, 9. fig. 4: Darvill 1996. 105). while a somewhat similar structure was tentatively identified

at Spong Hill (Healy 1988. 10). These possible structures were approximately rectangular. But

does the Bowthorpe feature represent a ’structure' at all. never mind a house“? There are no

direct parallels for it in Darvill’s typological survey of Neolithic 'houses‘ (Darvill 1996).

Structures recorded at Briar Hill. Northants and Little Paxton. Cambs (Darvill 1996. fig. 610)

bear a superficial resemblance. but clearly represented stake— or post—built within a bedding

gully. By contrast the ephemeral Bowthorpe evidence implies. if anything. a structure with no

earthfast posts of any depth and an eaves—drip gully. Nor is the term ‘house‘ necessarily

appropriate. not only given the difficulties raised by attempts to distinguish ‘domestic‘ from

’ritual‘ activities in prehistory (Thomas 1996: Whittle 1996: Darvill 1996. 79). but also because

of the small size of the features at Bowthorpe and Eaton Heath.

All the structures discussed above give an initial impression of being flimsy. haphazard and

ephemeral. Nevertheless. it is easy to underestimate the possible sophistication and

effectiveness of temporary structures which leave little archaeological trace. Furthermore. there

is no reason why people in northern East Anglia did not — like. for example. Neolithic societies

in the Orkneys (Parker Pearson and Richards 1994. 41—7) 7 invest the design of their ‘houses‘

with social and religious meaning. The degree to which ritual Observances may have

interpenetrated with ‘mundane‘ daily activities on Neolithic and Bronze Age occupation sites

must not be forgotten (Ashwin 2001). In this context. it is interesting that the construction of

ritual monuments per M’ seems to have had a relatively low priority in the Norfolk Neolithic.

There is striking lack of monuments (long barrows. henges. causewayed enclosures). for

instance. on the West Norfolk fen edge. an area which saw much activity in the 4th and 3rd

milletmia BC. when compared with their relative profusion on the southern and western

margins of the fens (Hall and Coles I994. Ashwin 1996). Unfortunately no behavioural

evidence of this kind could have been expected from the scanty Bowthorpe remains.

In conclusion. while ring—gully I72 is a distinctive feature deserving close attention. its

interpretation requires caution. Certainly. it does not necessarily represent a roofed structure. It

is possible that it is the remains of a small prehistoric ritual feature. maybe akin to the small

hengiform structures more familiar to date from the Ousc and Welland gravels than from East

Anglia proper; alternatively it might have been a gully surrounding a rick or other agricultural

feature.

Period 2: Late NwzliI/Iir‘/an:(' Age

It is unfortunate that part of the group of probable Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age features

recorded in the north—eastern corner of the site lay beyond the excavation limits: we also cannot

be absolutely certain whether or not they form an associated ‘complex‘ of any kind. They

certainly raise some interesting questions in the light of recent research into 3rd—2nd

millennium BC occupation sites in the region. however.

Most occupation (or at least clearly ‘non—funcrary‘) sites of this period excavated in Norfolk

to date are. like many of the earlier Neolithic sites mentioned above. dominated by pit groups.

Although usually associated with Beaker pottery. these sometimes contain Grooved Ware.

Collared Urn or other ceramic types. Notable recorded ‘pit group‘ occupation sites dated to the

2nd and 3rd millennia BC include Rcdgate Hill. lelunstanton (Hcaly. Cleal and Kinncs 1993).

LonghamiBittcring (Wymcr and Hcaly 1996. Aslm'in 1998). sites on the the Norwich Southern  
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Bypass (Ashwin and Bates 2000) and Wood Farm. Gorleston (Tirnms and Ashwin 1999) (Fig.

1). In common with earlier Neolithic sites, the ubiquitous pit groups of this period might

represent repeated occupation and re—occupation of a favoured place or landscape tract over a

period of many centuries. The natural advantages of the Bowthorpe site. and its desirability to

prehistoric communities in terms of topography and natural resources. have already been

considered.

Many uncertainties remain in the interpretation of Neolithic and Bronze Age pit groups and

their components. in Norfolk (Ashwin 2001) and beyond. One of the most common of these is

deciding what function the groups themselves actually fulfilled: for example. the individual

component features are often small and closely spaced, making it hard to suggest a practical

reason behind their excavation. Doubts have been expressed as to whether or not the pits

occurring on many Later Neolithic and Bronze Age settlement sites actually had ‘mundane‘

functions at all (Healy 1995): maybe their excavation and filling—in sometimes had ceremonial

or religious significance instead. The absence of datable material from the small pits with burnt

material in their fills to the south and west of the large pit/hollow 190 makes it impossible to

state beyond doubt that the whole group of features represents a single ‘complex‘. This must

remain a strong possibility. however: if only it had been possible to extend the excavated area

further to the north and east to see whether or not the smaller pits‘ loose ‘orbit’ of [90 continued

there! Certainly there is a hint of formality in the layout as recorded. and the group might even

represent some kind of monument 0r monumental-type activity of the late 3rd or early 2nd

millennia BC. The pottery assemblage hints that the ceramics may have been ‘curated‘ and

subsequently deposited within the big pit: the fact that so many sherds of different vessels are

represented but only small proportions of individual vessels were found hints at a selection

process of some kind. although Bates’s lithics analysis noted nothing particularly remarkable

about the composition of the flint assemblage.

These possibilities emphasise the need. now increasingly recognised (see papers in Topping

(ed.) 1997‘. Briick (ed.) 2001). for prehistorians to challenge an instinct to categorise features

and discrete landscape elements as either ‘ceremonial/ritual‘ or "domestic”. While appearing at

first sight to fall within the ‘domestic‘ sphere. feature complexes like that at Bowthorpe and the

Longham—Bittering pit groups might represent srnall—scale monumental activity. either taking

place at a slight remove from living sites or seamlessly integrated with peoples‘ day»to—day

activities. Part of the raison d'étre behind acts of this kind may have been bound up with

repeated re—occupation of sites like that at Bowthorpe by non—sedentary Neolithic and Bronze

Age communities. which might have given rise to commemorative or other acts. The above—

ground appearance of the Bowthorpe complex may only be guessed at: while there is no

positive evidence for this it is conceivable that the deposits filling feature 190 were once

mounded above it. giving it a local presence in the landscape for a period at least.

The pottery (Beaker) and radiocarbon evidence neither refutes nor lends support to previous

suggestions that stylistic variability within the Beaker corpus might reflect social and

ideological (rather than chronological) differences (Ashwin 1998. 27). Taken together. the

assemblages from Three Score Road and the Barnard Road/Robberds Way barrow sitc

excavated by Lawson could represent a generally early tradition in East Anglian Beaker. taking

into account that the barrow material might be somewhat earlier than the Three Score Road

pottery. Alternatively the material could represent one group or social unit living in the area. or

the style of pottery could have been used by various groups visiting or residing in the Tas and

Yare valleys.
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Bowthorpe lies well within the environs of the Arminghall henge (Fig. 1) (Clark 1936:

Ashwin 1996. 49—50) and its possible sister monument or monuments close to the Tas—Yare

confluence at Markshall (Fig. l) (Ashwin and Bates 2000. fig. 153. plate Llll). 6km down the

Yare valley to the south—east. Over twenty round barrows or ring—ditches are associated with

these monuments (Ashwin and Bates 2000. 233—6). No fewer than fourteen of these have been

excavated, including the previously mentioned Bowthorpe example (Lawson 1986, 2049).

two on Eaton Heath (adjacent to Wainwright’s 1971 excavations: Healy 1986). one at Sweet

Briar Road, Norwich (Bown 1986) and the eight excavated during the Norwich Southern

Bypass project (Ashwin and Bates 2000). The evidence from the Bowthorpe excavation echoes

the conclusion of the recent Norwich Southern Bypass fieldwork that the Tas and Yare Valleys

in the Norwich area. despite the presence of at least one henge monument and numerous

ban‘ows. were not unpeopled 'ritual landscapes” given over wholly to funerary and ceremonial

activity (Ashwin and Bates 2000. 237). However. the Bowthorpe evidence also hints that

smaller—scale ‘domestic‘ actions within this landscape may have been imbued with symbolism

and ceremony.

Period 3: Romano—British

The lack of any clearly associated non—linear features. and of secure dating evidence. limits

any conclusion that can be reached regarding the site during this period. While there are finds

of Romano—British metalwork in the environs of the site there are no significant known

concentrations. Other finds from the vicinity. however. include three Roman coins found along

with Pagan Saxon material in the area of Colney Hall (Site l9l39). 0. 700m to the south—west

(Fig. l): the rising ground thereabouts would have provided a good location for settlement in

any period. The site lies within an economic and political ‘core area‘ within Roman northern

East Anglia. less than 10km from the cantonal capital of Venm Icenormn (Caistor St Edmund:

Fig. l). The Bowthorpe evidence may be of interest in the context of other Romano—British

land—division systems in the vicinity. known from excavation. In addition to evidence of

Neolithic occupation. the 1971 Eaton Heath excavations uncovered a series of comparable

linear features in a similar topographic location. The Romano—British field system at Eaton

began life in the lst century BC as a Late Iron Age curvilinear ditch system or enclosure.

which was “superseded by a pattern of rectangular enclosures‘ (Wainwright 1973. 25). This

system ~— unlike that at Bowthorpe — could be firmly dated. to the lst century AD. and

included a subcircular enclosure 8.5111 in diameter and with two entrances. The whole system.

with its parallel drove—road ditches. may have been for stock management.

Other comparable ditch systems have also been excavated in the environs of the Yare and

Tas valleys at Valley Belt. Trowse with Newton (Ashwin and Bates 2000: dated to the Iron

Age). Dunston Hall (Shelley 1999) and. more recently at Harvey Lane. Thorpe St. Andrew

(Trimble in prep.) At Thorpe St. Andrew. activity also seems to have been confined to the late

lst century AD; that at Dunston Hall had a wider chronological spread throughout the Roman

period. This is not surprising given the latter‘s location. less than lkm south of Vania

Icennrn/n.

Any upsurge in economic activity in the Yare and Tas valleys in the lst and 2nd centuries AD

may have been related to the development of Caistor St Edmund (Wacher 1974. 226—38) and

other historical events such as the Boudiccan revolt and its aftermath (Gurney 1998. 37‘. Swan

I981 ). ()nly further excavation and research can shed more light on this emerging pattern.

October 200/  
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